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Welcome to the ninth edition of the ‘Pandemic Special’ WJVintage
mini-newsletter. We are now in the middle of summer which is
traditionally the quietest time of the year under normal
circumstances. Of course, we find ourselves in far from normal
circumstances other than it remains particularly quiet for this
time of year. I really yearn to get back to some shows and club
events!
That said I have been truly grateful to all of you that have kindly sent in
details of your own layouts, and particularly the videos so I have been
able to see your running days, almost for real! It’s as good as it gets for
the time being!
This issue I am pleased to be able to bring you videos from two regular
readers/customers. They have kindly allowed me to upload these to my
new ‘Youtube’ channel so, even though I don’t have any new products to
feature at the moment, there is still something new and interesting to see
on the channel. Please scroll down to ‘Customer Corner’ for details and
the links.
For long term readers, you may recall that in the early newsletter days I
covered the history of the railway (now long gone) through my village of
Kings Cliffe. Well I am pleased to say that a little more information has
recently come to light, so I am pleased to be able to add to the story. Its
not 100% railway related but there is a definite rail-link! Scroll down to
the ‘Loco-Busters’ article below and all will be revealed
Finally, there are a few updates in the What’s New section including first
photos of the London Transport Brake Van which is due in very soon.

Stay safe and ….
Keep Enjoying Your Trains
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Head Boy’s Thoughts
To be honest, with things as they are, there
really isn’t much to say that I haven’t
already said over the past few months
since this feature started.
I do, however have to apologise to anyone
that has tried to look for me on the ‘Stop
the Drop’ virtual toyfair which I mentioned
in the last newsletter. I think I rather
underestimated the time it takes to get a
large number of items ready to list and so I
sadly missed the deadline. I hope now to
join the September fair instead.
This brings me onto another important point. The fortnightly newsletters
have been great for me in keeping me busy, and hopefully an interesting
read for you too! However, it is getting ever harder to fill the pages with
content. You have been fantastic in sending in pictures and words relating
to your projects and layouts, but I do still find that no sooner do I finish
one edition as I am starting the next. This inevitably means that other
work is being delayed and I am starting to create a backlog.
I have therefore decided that it is time to move back to a monthly edition
as from September. That means there will be a second issue later this
month and then the following issue will appear in mid-Sept, with
subsequent issues around the middle of each month thereafter.
Hopefully this will allow me more time to work on things like virtual
toyfairs, product reveal videos and, of course new product developments
as we head towards the autumn and, dare I say Christmas periods!!
The good news is that there is plenty in the pipeline and I will be kicking
things off with a Zoom meeting with ETS this coming week. I will of
course keep you fully updated through the pages of the newsletter. Look
out for some exciting announcements in future issues!

Customer Corner
(aka - Your ‘Lockdown Locos’)
This edition we begin once again in New Zealand and the great work and
photography of Chris Walsh from Nelson. I have used one of his photos
for the main header photo to this edition and you will see a rather nice
ETS USA Dock Shunter hauling a goods train featuring some of Graham
Lock’s excellent loads. Although essentially just a top-quality paper wrap
expertly assembled around a suitably shaped block, these loads are
remarkably well detailed and (in my opinion) look really good on our
tinplate wagons where they really help to bring the layout to life. They are
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also equally effective on suitable Dinky and Corgi diecast flatbed trucks as
the loading bay photo below demonstrates nicely.

Chris really does like adding detail to his layout and one of his ‘Lockdown’
projects has been a Springfield cast kit of a signal box interior. Once
again, with some careful painting and assembly work, this has come out
looking really realistic and is now installed into a suitable signal box on
the layout. Fantastic work Chris and thanks for sharing!
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Meanwhile closer to home, in Norfolk to be precise, Ken Dearman has
sent footage of his brand-new layout, which he is building in his brandnew garden train room. Whilst emphasising that it is still very much work
in progress, Ken is nevertheless pleased to now have 3 working circuits
and a variety of buildings and accessories including a very impressive
centrepiece station and canopy.

The layout as it stands measures around 22ft x 10ft but his future plans
involve taking the lines outside into the garden and incorporating a
reversing loop.
Ken has quite an eclectic train collection including both modern, vintage
and scratchbuilt/modified. He jokes that whenever he starts a new project
loco, either Ace, Darstaed or WJVintage have produced a ready to run
version so he ends up with both!
Do click on the links below to see the new layout during two recent ‘test
running’ sessions. There are some lovely trains running, and what’s more
there is no soundtrack so you can enjoy the music created by the trains
themselves!
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Vs_MvKrMswI&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zhisVY8VGFo&feature=youtu.be
I’m sure we all wish Ken much luck and success with the new layout as it
develops.
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Now imagine what it must be like to have built a stunning outdoor layout
in the garden, only to then decide to move house! It does happen as Jon
Graham can testify. He has recently made the big move and his old layout
is now consigned to photographs and videos!
Not that he is actually all that bothered because he is now working on a
brand-new garden layout in his new property and enjoying the challenge
all over again!
I do have a few photos of the new layout coming together but I will save
them for another edition. For now, I thought I would share two lovely
video clips of his previous layout. For information, Jon spent 4 years
building it and on completion had approximately 300 feet of track in 2
separate roads with bridges and an incline through the middle of a large
rockery. There were also 10 electrically operated points controlled from a
central panel. The videos show mainly Ace and Bassett-Lowke locos and a
mixture of Ace and Darstaed coaches, plus in the second video a superb
rake of Bernard Ridgely (Directory Series) Hopper wagons.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=YpJIoAVRok0&feature=youtu.be
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rY1nssIox20&feature=youtu.be
I do hope you enjoy these wonderful videos – Its as close as we will get
for a while to going to a running day.
I have a couple more videos to show you,
but I am going to hold them back for the August Part 2 newsletter – I
know, I am such a tease!!
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Enquiries Desk
Firstly I would like to thank everyone that replied to the queries posed by
John Bennett and Ed Ives in the last issue. Once again the responses
were perfect, particularly for John, with several all drawing broadly the
same conclusions. For Ed’s problem with his Ace Celebrations I have
spoken to Len Mills of Ace Trains and a solution is in hand. Great result all
round!
There haven’t been any further queries in the past couple of weeks so no
more to add for now. If you do have a problem and would like to hear
what the readership thinks the solution might be then please get in touch
and I will publish it in a future edition.

Who you Gonna Call?
‘Loco-Busters’!

Way back in 2013, I covered the history of the railway that ran through
Kings Cliffe, the village where I live and work, in 3 parts (if anyone is
interested, I still have these articles so could send copies). Recently I
came across some additional photos and history that have a connection
with the Kings Cliffe railway, and a more sinister connection with the
European railways. I thought it might be of interest.
During the years of World War 2, Kings Cliffe Station, then part of the
LMS, became a hub of activity, particularly following the opening of the
local airbase – Station 367, RAF Kings Cliffe. In 1942 the base was
assigned to the USAAF and the 56th Fighter group arrived as a training
unit. Sadly, they were not initially assigned any aircraft, and, to the
despair of the pilots, their commanding officer famously insisted that they
practice flying skills by riding bicycles down the runway in close
formation. Much to the delight of the pilots, they were fairly soon supplied
with P-47 Thunderbolt aircraft, then quickly attained operational status
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and in April 1943 were transferred to Norfolk. Next to arrive were three
squadrons of the 20th Fighter Group, 55, 77 and 79 squadrons equipped
with the twin-boomed P-38 Lightning aircraft. Three squadrons and their
equipment meant that the station at Kings Cliffe was even more busy as it
handled war materials including munitions, bombs and weapons as well as
personnel and all their supplies. To assist the local railway staff, US
service personnel were also assigned to help out with such work.
The photo below shows US servicemen, Sergeant Junior Connor (left) and
Corporal Daniel Perla preparing to offload a container from an LMS flat
wagon in the sidings at Kings Cliffe station during 1943.

And below are the same two gentlemen posing by a PO Wagon belonging
to Peterborough Coal Merchant Coote and Warren.
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But it was further afield over mainland Europe that the 20th Fighter group
established a more sinister connection to the railways. The P-38 Lightning
turned out to be poorly suited to the high-altitude interceptor and bomber
escort missions it had been assigned to. The cold air at altitude over
Europe led to supercharger failures resulting in engine shutdowns and
almost as many planes were lost to malfunctions as to enemy attack.
However, with an armament of four Browning machine guns and a 20mm
cannon in the nose, plus an ability to carry a light bomb load under the
wings, it was soon found that the P-38 made an excellent ground attack
aircraft. The 20th Fighter Group was deployed in this role and took on
numerous missions against ground targets and, in particular the railways
that were widely used by the German forces to move munitions and
personnel. Such was the success of the group in this role that they
became known as the ‘Loco-Busters’! Below is an excellent photograph
showing a P-38 strafing a train in 1944 – note the black and white D-Day
stripes on the wings.
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One final point of interest regarding Station 367 at Kings Cliffe is totally
non-train related. On 3rd October 1944, Major Glenn Miller and his
orchestra played a concert in one of the hangars at Kings Cliffe base. It
was to be his last ever performance as the famous bandleader died just a
few weeks later on 15th December 1944 when an aircraft he was flying in
across the channel disappeared in bad weather. In a rather remote area,
just off a public footpath, there now stands an obelisk with a plaque to
commemorate this final concert from the greatest band leader of his time.
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So, there you have it, I hope you found this short account of interest and
that the link to the railways wasn’t too tenuous.

What’s New
London Transport 20 Ton Brake Van
– due very soon!

SOLD OUT

It seems a little odd to lead with an item that I have sold out before it has
even arrived, but the success of these brake vans has rather taken us by
surprise and made us consider perhaps a second run.
This lovely London Transport variant is due to leave Prague sometime this
week and should arrive with me by week commencing 17th August. I will
contact everyone that has ordered as quickly as I can during that week,
and we’ll get them off to you asap.
Just as a reminder, they are £65.00 each plus P&P

The North Eastern version in Red Oxide, is now available and I have a few
still to sell so do get in touch if you would like one.
All Brake Vans feature a working taillight, which is powered by a slim buttoncell style battery (supplied) mounted on the underside of the chassis (along
with an on/off switch).
They are priced at just £65.00 each plus P&P.
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More Brake Vans?
The BR Grey, London Transport and Longmoor Military Railway versions
have sold out so quickly that I think a re-run with alternative running
numbers might be on the cards for all three. This would then also allow a
small run of the Cheshire Lines Railway version which was mentioned a
few newsletters ago, plus of course potentially some other variants. I will
be discussing this with ETS in the near future and will report back in due
course. I may be something for early 2021.
If you have any ideas for this style of brake van (officially a 20 Ton LNER
Toad ‘D’ I believe) please let me know.
.

J94 Update
The final livery of the Austerity is now being worked on. This is the British
Army version which we have split into two variants – wartime and postwar. They are very similar as you will see from the artworks below. The
wartime (WD - left) is slightly less colourful than the postwar loco.

There will be just 10 of each variant so my allocation will be 5 x wartime
and 5 x postwar only. We cannot produce any more as all the parts are
now used up! Please get in touch quickly if you would like to secure one. I
now have just 2 of each type available. Price again is £375.00 plus P&P.
These are due to arrive at the end of August.
J94 Summary
Here is just a quick reminder of J94releases to-date and current stocks:
LNER Unlined Black – 7 pieces available
BR (early crest) Unlined Black – 5 pieces available
BR (late crest) Unlined Black – 2 pieces available
British Railways Unlined Black – 1 piece available
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NCB Maroon Lined ‘Harry’ – 2 pieces available
NCB Apple Green Lined ‘Robert’ – 4 pieces available
Port of London Authority Unlined Blue – 2 pieces available

All are priced at £375.00 each plus P&P and all stock is for 3-rail
operation only

Revised Couplings
The supplier is hoping to have these finished by the end of August but I
will still say mid-September to be safe! I’m sure any improvement will be
much welcomed.
I do already have some large-ish pre-orders for these. I have 500 wagon
couplings on order so do let me know if you would like me to hold some
for you.
The expected retail price will be £4.25 plus P&P per pair for the wagon
couplings and £4.50 plus P&P per pair for the loco couplings. A bag of 20
pairs will also be available for £80.00 plus P&P for the wagon couplings
and £85.00 plus P&P for the loco couplings.

Mineral Wagons Update

No real news other than I have had a good meeting with the resin body
supplier and will now be discussing the rest of the project with ETS. I will
update again as quickly as possible.

See us at Shows (sadly not!)

Well, I’m afraid we won’t be meeting at a show for the foreseeable future.
As you will be aware current government advice is to be alert, stay home as
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much as possible and save lives! As a result, ALL shows have quite rightly
been cancelled.
As soon as this changes I will of course be quick to respond and book myself
in to as many as I can, but I have a feeling it will be several months away
yet.
However, I am still open for business, indeed I could do with your support
more than ever at this tricky time financially, so do remember that I can still
take your orders and despatch by post. Ordering and Payment options as
below.

Ordering from WJVintage is still Easy
Online
Please use the WJVintage website as a shop window and then place you
order by using the dropdown menu on each product page to select and
submit the item you wish to purchase. This automatically sends me your
details and I will be in touch to confirm your requirements and take
payment. Alternatively select what you want and then give me a call or email
me. Whichever method you use I will get back to you asap and I can confirm
stock, particularly for highly limited items, and postage options. Please see
below for full contact details.
Credit Card
We have a credit/debit card facility, so you can telephone and place your
order with us by calling 07711 092497 – please have your card to hand
when calling.
Cheque
If you would prefer to pay by cheque, that is no problem either. Just
download the order form from our website and complete your
requirements. Then make a cheque out for the total and post both order
form and cheque to us at the address shown. Please make cheques
payable to WJVintage.
Email
Alternatively, you can place your order by email and payment can then
be made either by card, PayPal, direct bank transfer or cheque. Please
note our email address is: wjvintage@outlook.com
BACS
A growing number of customers are now choosing to send money direct to
my account by BACS transfer. If you would like to use this method, please
contact me and I will send you my bank account details.

Delivery Situation
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Whilst postal and courier services have been operating throughout this
pandemic – and thanks to all those involved as it has been a lifeline for
many – I am aware that some services have been subject to considerable
delays. It certainly doesn’t apply everywhere in the UK, so it is impossible
to predict with accuracy, how long items will take irrespective of whether
they are sent first or second class.
Certainly, overseas parcels have been particularly badly hit with many
flights cancelled, so hold space has become more limited. I have had
parcels to Australia and New Zealand take 4 weeks to arrive when
normally they are there within the week.
Please bear this in mind when ordering and please do be patient. Touch
wood, nothing has been lost at all yet, but there have been, and will be,
delays.
With the relaxation of the lockdown measures in the UK, I am now
happier to make more regular trips to the post office so hopefully this will
remove one potential source of delays and hopefully other services will
start to operate more normally over the coming weeks. Fingers crossed!
Just to repeat my statement from previous newsletters this is still
relevant:
Staff and Premises
•
•
•

As a one-man-band I am continuing to operate from the WJ Vintage HQ in the
Northamptonshire countryside.
Currently I am fit and well and keen to crack on as usual, whilst exercising all
possible caution according to government guidelines.
I operate from a home office, plus a small, custom-built storeroom/pick and pack
area and I am currently taking extra care to ensure a clean working environment
with surfaces being regularly cleaned and disinfected.

Deliveries
•
•
•
•

•

I am currently continuing to work with Royal Mail, Parcelforce and other delivery
services to get your parcels to you in good time.
In most cases, delivery drivers will drop off parcels without you having to
physically sign for them.
The royal Mail have advised that domestic deliveries may now be subject to some
delays. Overseas deliveries may be subject to longer delays.
Public Health England (PHE) has advised that people receiving parcels are at
virtually no risk of contracting the coronavirus. From experience with other
coronaviruses, we know that these types of viruses don’t survive long on objects,
such as letters or parcels.
This works in tandem with my own policy of regular hand washing and use of
sanitiser gel when handling and packing goods.

All the best

Paul
*********

WJVintage

Tel: 07711
14 092497

www.wjvintage.co.uk
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